Adversarial examples contain small perturbations that can remain imperceptible to human observers but alter the behavior of even the best performing deep learning models and yield incorrect outputs. Since their discovery, adversarial examples have drawn significant attention in machine learning: researchers try to reveal the reasons for their existence and improve the robustness of machine learning models to adversarial perturbations. The state-of-the-art defense is the computationally expensive and very time consuming adversarial training via projected gradient descent (PGD). We hypothesize that adversarial attacks exploit the open space risk of classic monotonic activation functions. This paper introduces the tent activation function with bounded open space risk and shows that tents make deep learning models more robust to adversarial attacks. We demonstrate on the MNIST dataset that a classifier with tents yields an average accuracy of 91.8% against six whitebox adversarial attacks, which is more than 15 percentage points above the state of the art. On the CIFAR-10 dataset, our approach improves the average accuracy against the six white-box adversarial attacks to 73.5% from 41.8% achieved by adversarial training via PGD.
Introduction
Consider the visualization of hypothetical training samples shown as red (negative) or green (positive) lines at that layer; these represent layer specific features rather than classes, e.g., positive could be smooth curved strokes and negative could be anything else. If inputs, such as adversarial examples, yield values that map to the right from the training data, e.g., point c, the responses with ReLUs can be large even when inputs are far from training data. With the tent activation, the same adversarial input c would produce a zero response. At the top on the right, using the 10k clean test examples and their adversarially perturbed counterparts via PGD we show the distributions of activation's inputs at the top two activation layers of a classifier trained on the MNIST dataset. As we can see, for the regularly trained model with ReLUs, there is an increase in the absolute values of activation's inputs due to adversarial attacks. Below, we can see that with the classifier having tent activation functions there are smaller differences between these distributions and the range of inputs and outputs remains stable, which supports our open space risk hypothesis. In Section 4, we show that tent activation functions increase robustness against adversaries. reject unknown samples. Each subarea has its own notation and related theories. The idea of managing open set risk has gained traction as a way of improving performance, see [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] . We follow [8] as our goal is to obtain robust classifiers rather than detect or quantify unknown or unwanted inputs. The intuition for open space risk is that when an input is far from the training samples, there is an increased risk that it is from an unknown distribution. A key component of their theories is that recognition in the open world is risky and empirical, and open space risk need to be balanced. We define activation functions that reduce open space risk. By training with these tent activations, the network becomes more robust to adversarial perturbations.
One key insight of this paper is that non-linear activation functions used in deep neural networks (DNNs) -e.g., ReLU, leaky ReLU, sigmoid, etc. -act as local classifiers with some inputs being mapped to zero or below and others providing a positive response. While people often think of the final layer of the network as "the classifier," we argue that each activation is acting as a weak classifier and, therefore, the whole network acts as a cascade/ensemble of weak classifiers. From that point of view, we can see that each activation function carries a potential open space risk and, hence, is a candidate for improvement in order to minimize open space risk.
We focus on training classifiers that learn deep features from normal inputs and extract internal feature representations that have bounded open space risk. We do this with tent activation functions, see Figure 1 , which are computationally efficient, have bounded open space risk, and lead to classifiers that perform well on benign examples and against adversaries.
Since adversarial examples are formed by small, even imperceptible perturbations, at first glance, they might appear to be near the training samples and, hence, not in the open space. But viewed from the actual classification results, we argue that they are in open space because the perturbed input is classified as an incorrect class whose training samples are far from the adversarial examples.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
• We prove that standard monotonic activation functions -including ReLU, leaky ReLU, sigmoid, or tanh -all have unbounded open space risk.
• We introduce the constraining tent activation function and prove that it has bounded open space risk.
• On the MNIST and CIFAR-10 dataset, we experimentally demonstrate that classifiers with tent activation functions possess significantly improved robustness against a broad range of adversaries. Considering the overall performance against six adversarial white-box attacks, we present the new state of the art on the two dataset with classifiers having constraining tent activation functions.
• This paper provides new insights and supporting experiments to suggest that reducing open space risk is one potential factor contributing to the improved robustness of classifiers.
Approach
There are several things to consider when we design our new element-wise activation function. First and foremost, the activation function needs to have finite open space risk, which means limited range. Second, we prefer all calculations associated with the implementation of the activation function to be simple, computationally efficient, and fast. Last but not least, we must avoid the problem of exploding and vanishing gradients during gradient propagation.
The tent activation function
Consistent with the above requirements, we introduce the constraining tent activation function as
Our tent activation function is derived from the widely used ReLU: it is basically built from two ReLUs where a ReLU and a horizontally flipped ReLU share the same distance (δ) from the origin. This distance, which also defines the height of the tent, is a learnable parameter. Tent activations are visualized in Figure 1 .
Similar to the ReLU, the tent activation function is differentiable almost everywhere -it is simply not differentiable at a finite set of points.
We define its partial derivative with respect to the input x, and parameter δ to be
In summary, the introduced tent activation function is bounded with respect to both its inputs and outputs. It is computationally efficient and its gradient can be defined everywhere. However, it has zero response on both sides and, therefore, can easily become inactive to inputs depending on the size of the tent defined by δ. Consequently, this activation function is sensitive to initialization.
Initialization and training
The element-wise tent activation function has a single parameter that defines its size and, eventually, its active (non-zero) response range. Obviously, if tents are initialized to be too small with respect to their inputs, most of them will fall into saturated regions and the machine learning model will not be able to learn due to the limited gradient propagation. Similarly, if the distribution of inputs radically changes between iterations, training becomes more difficult, or even impossible, due to the saturated non-linearities. Fortunately, we can take advantage of batch normalization [26] to normalize the inputs of our tent activation functions and keep the distributions of inputs more even during training.
We apply this constraining activation function on both convolutional and linear layers -simply replacing each ReLU in the model with a combination of batch normalization feeding into a tent. Based on heuristics we initialize tents with δ = 1. Our implementation allows tents to be shared among channels and applied independently for each channel. Optionally, sizes of tents can be limited by defining lower and/or upper bounds for the δ parameters.
Formal Open Set Risk Analysis
First, we review some definitions from [8] . Let f be a measurable recognition function over an input space x ∈ X where f y (x) > 0 for recognition of the class y of interest and f y (x) = 0 when y is not recognized. To formalize open space, [8] defines r to be a problem-specific parameter and defines open space as the space greater than a distance r from any known training sample x i ∈ K, i = 1 . . . N . The known space B r (x i ) is a closed ball with radius r centered around training sample x i . They define S o to be the smallest ball that includes all B r (x i ). Finally, the authors define open space
where R E is the empirical error, V is validation data, and λ r is a constant balancing empirical and open space risk. They define optimal open set recognition as finding f that minimizes R, which requires f to have finite risk.
We can now analyze the risk of classic monotonic activations and our tent activation. Without loss of generality, we consider non-decreasing activation function a(x) with a(x) ≤ 0 for x ≤ 0 and a(x) > 0 when x > 0. These are the activations widely being used today including hard and noisy versions of sigmoid and tanh activations [27] , the more recently developed ReLU [25] and its variants such as leaky [28] and parametric forms [29] , as well as the self-normalizing network activation function [30] . There are, of course, other activations that are not monotonic, such as Gaussian (aka RBF), cosine, or even conic activations. While there are some specific applications of these, they are uncommon because they are difficult to train, expensive to use, and in many experimental settings, have been shown not to be as effective as tanh or simple ReLUs [31, 2, 32] . For simplicity, we let a + (x) = max(0, a(x)) be our measurable recognition function for the monotonic activation. Proof. Sketch of the many proofs: Without loss of generality, let us assume the activation is monotonically non-decreasing as above. Looking at Eq. 3, we see that for non-degenerate training, the denominator is non-zero, so the risk is dominated by the numerator. In this case letting v be the maximum value seen in training and r is the ball size in the definition of open space, we have lim z→∞ z v+r a + (x)dx → ∞. Since this integral in the numerator of Eq. 3 is not finite, the open space risk R O is not bounded, and it follows that the open set risk R in Eq. 3 is also unbounded.
We now formalize some of the properties of the tent activation function. Theorem 2. Tent activation functions act as weak classifiers which manage open space risk. Proof. To simplify the proof, initially consider a normalized tent activation,f (x; δ) = f (x; δ)/δ 2 , which has unit area and, hence, can be viewed as a probability distribution. Normalized tent activations are compact probability abating models in the sense of [8] with x i = 0 and τ = δ. Hence, by Theorem 1 of that paper, the tent activation manages open space risk. To complete the proof, note that scaling back to original tent does not impact if a value is zero, finite or not.
The astute reader might be thinking that the actual open set risk of any network activation is practically bounded. All layers are finite combinations with finite network weights. With actual input data, one can estimate a more precise open space risk bound using interval analysis similar to the provable robustness analysis in [33] . Even without such interval analysis, our experiments show that learned δ parameters are usually small with (δ < 1). In contrast, the maximum potential value for any monotonic activation, given even finite inputs, is still quite large. Thus, our tent activation functions provide a very significant reduction in open space risk.
Experiments
We evaluate DNNs with tent activation functions and test their impact on robustness. To improve reproducibility, we start with a detailed description of our experiments. Researchers can extend this work by building upon our publicly available code base. 
Experimental Setup
We perform experiments on both the MNIST [34] and CIFAR-10 [35] dataset using the tent activation function. For comparison, we train regular deep learning models utilizing ReLUs, and we perform the adversarial training of Madry et al. [6] which, as of today, produces the most robust classifiers. We use training and validation sets (55k/5k images for MNIST and 45k/5k for CIFAR-10), and after the corresponding training completes, we pick the best model based on its performance on the validation set. All evaluations occur on the test sets (10k examples for both MNIST and CIFAR-10).
For each classifier, we report the accuracies on clean test samples and on test images that were perturbed by the different adversaries. To evaluate and compare the robustness of the trained models, we use a broad range of adversaries (for visualized examples see Appendix A). The selected white-box adversarial example generation techniques are the following:
• the fast gradient sign method (FGSM) of Goodfellow et al. [2] , • the basic iterative method (BIM) by Kurakin et al. [5] , • the projected gradient descent (PGD) approach of Madry et al. [6] , • the DeepFool (DF) method by Moosavi-Dezfooli et al. [3] , • the l 2 and l ∞ versions of Carlini and Wagner attacks [4] , in short, CW l 2 and CW l ∞ .
We also conduct black-box attacks by testing the transferability of adversarial examples formed on regular models to classifiers that we obtain via adversarial training or by applying the tent activation function. To perform these adversarial attacks on trained models and obtain robust classifiers via adversarial training, we utilize the adversarial robustness toolbox (ART v0.10.0) [36] . Unless otherwise specified, we use the default parameters of ART.
MNIST. For the MNIST dataset, we used the architecture from Carlini and Wagner in [4] , which was introduced by Papernot et al. [37] . For simplicity, we refer to this classifier as MNIST-Net. This model consists of four convolutional layers -they have 3 × 3 kernels with 32, 32, 64, and 64 filters, respectively -and two linear layers with a width of 200. Each of these six layers is followed by ReLUs; spatial dimensions are reduced after the second and fourth convolutional layers via max-pooling. For regularization, dropout is applied after both linear layers with dropout ratio of 0.5. We seek to perform a fair comparison between regular classifiers utilizing ReLUs and the modified architectures replacing the six ReLUs with our constraining tent activation functions. Since we use tents coupled with batch normalization, we modify the architecture and apply batch normalization to the inputs of ReLUs as well. Throughout our experiments on this architecture, we use the Adam optimizer with a fixed 0.001 learning rate, the batch size is set to 100, and we train classifiers for 40 epochs. Image pixels are scaled to be in the range [0, 1]; no further data augmentation is used. To squeeze the size of tents and, thus, reduce open space risk, we apply weight-decay to δ parameters. For adversarial training, we use the same settings as Madry et al. [6] . Each training sample in every mini-batch is perturbed by the PGD approach with the following parameters: the number of iterations is limited to 40, the l ∞ of perturbations is maximized to 0.3, and the step-size for each iteration is set to 0.1 in pixel values. For evaluation, we use the default settings of ART for applicable adversaries: l ∞ limit for perturbations is 0.3, and step-size is 0.1, by default. Note that only four adversaries (FGSM, BIM, PGD, and CW l ∞ ) have l ∞ upper bounds for perturbations. Similarly, the step-size can only be defined for two adversarial example generation algorithms (BIM and PGD). Last but not least, note that the default settings of ART v0.10.0 define 100 iterations for BIM, PGD, and DF adversaries.
CIFAR-10.
For our experiments on the CIFAR-10 dataset, we use two variants of the wide residual networks (WRNs) [38] that were designed to improve over the original residual networks (ResNets) [29] . While ResNets require incrementally increased depths for every performance improvement, wide residual networks can achieve the same level of performance with shallower but wider architectures. Wide residual networks are denoted as WRN-d-k where d defines their depth, and k specifies their width. With k = 1, the WRN has the same width as a standard ResNet. To evaluate and compare the effect of tent activation functions and adversarial training on classifiers having different capacities, we experiment with WRN-28-1 and WRN-28-10 models. We obtain WRNs with tent activation functions by simply replacing the ReLUs of residual units with tents. To train regular WRNs and for adversarial training, we use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with momentum of 0.9 for 200 epochs with a weight-decay of 0.0005. We decrease the initial learning rate of 0.1 by a factor of 0.2 after 60, 120, and 160 epochs, respectively. For WRNs with tents, we use the Adam optimizer, which is generally inferior to SGD on residual networks but yields smoother training experience with Table 1 : MNIST: Performance of MNIST-Net classifiers on clean test samples and against different adversaries conducting white-box and black-box attacks. We show accuracies (%) for the original architecture (org) [4] , its modified version with added batch normalization layers (bn), the adversarially trained network (adv) with batch normalization via PGD [6] , and several classifiers with tent activation functions trained with different weight-decays on δ parameters as indicated by the numbers in parentheses. At the bottom, we show the performance of black-box attacks where the perturbed examples originate from the regularly trained network (bn).
Model
Clean our constraining activation functions. Furthermore, for regularization, we only use weight-decay on δ parameters of tents. We use an initial learning rate of 0.001 and apply the same, previously described policy to adjust it. The batch size is 100 for all experiments on WRNs, and we apply random cropping and horizontal flipping on images having pixels in [0, 1]. Again, for adversarial training, we follow Madry et al. [6] as closely as possible. Each training sample is perturbed by PGD using the following parameters: the adversary is limited to 7 iterations, the maximum l ∞ of perturbations is 0.032 (= 8.16 in [0, 255] pixel-value range) while the step-size for iterations is set to 0.008. As before, for evaluation, we use the default settings of ART, however, we change the l ∞ limit for perturbations to 0.032 and the step-size to 0.008 for applicable adversaries.
The following settings for the constraining tent activation functions are shared throughout all our experiments. To avoid significantly increasing the capacity of classifiers compared to models having ReLUs, we use tents with shared δ parameters among input channels. Tents are initialized with δ = 1, and we apply both a lower and upper bound to δ parameters with 0.05 and 1.0, respectively. While the lower bound is useful to prevent tents from becoming inactive, with the upper bound we aim at avoiding inflating tents that would compromise our goals to constrain inputs and outputs of these activation functions.
Results
On both the MNIST and CIFAR-10 dataset, we focus on discovering and analyzing the effects of tent activation functions on robustness rather than trying to find the optimal hyper-parameters to achieve the best possible performance. Of course, improving robustness of classifiers while, in parallel, dramatically decreasing their performance on clean examples is undesirable. Therefore, we present trained models where the application of our constraining activation functions yields comparable accuracies on the clean test dataset with the adversarial training of Madry et al. [6] . After discussing our experimental results on both datasets separately, we highlight our key findings related to tent activation functions.
MNIST -WHITE-BOX. The results of white-box attacks are summarized in Table 1 . To address the potential impact of our added batch normalization layers, we evaluate and compare with both the original one (MNIST-Net org) and the modified classifier (MNIST-Net bn). Considering their overall lack of robustness to different adversaries, there is no relevant difference between the two. Next, we analyze the adversarially trained classifier via PGD [6] , (MNIST-Net adv), which is our benchmark. This computationally expensive approach yields significantly improved robustness against five of the six adversaries. Interestingly, the accuracy on test samples that we perturbed via DeepFool (DF) is lower than the regular training produces. Finally, we can evaluate the impact of tent activation functions on robustness. As a vanilla approach, we have a classifier MNIST-Net tent (0) with tents where we do not penalize the model for having larger tents, which means greater open space risk. To achieve this, we do not apply weight-decay to the δ parameters. While MNIST-Net tent (0) shows some signs of improvement over regular training, it is not comparable to adversarial training. However, as we increasingly squeeze tents and constrain both the input and output regions of these activation functions via weight-decay, the performance of the trained classifiers against all adversaries improve. While we cannot match the benchmark on FGSM, BIM, and PGD, our tent activation functions yield more general robustness. The trained model obtained with weight-decay of 0.12 (MNIST-Net tent (0.12) in Table 1 ) achieves the best overall performance among classifiers having tents. We find that further increased penalties on sizes of tents lead to performance degradation on benign examples and against some adversaries as well.
MNIST -BLACK-BOX. We evaluate the robustness of classifiers against black-box attacks and compare their performance with the original network and the benchmark in Table 1 . For these attacks, we use the perturbed examples formed on the regular classifier (denoted as bn). Note that while adversaries do not have direct access to the targeted model, the source network shares the architecture and training set with the targeted classifiers (one might call these "grey-box" attacks). Similar to white-box attacks, we find that adversarial training clearly outperforms the classifiers we have trained with tent activation functions against FGSM, BIM, and PGD adversaries. Considering the other adversaries, networks with tents can reach the same level as adversarial training.
CIFAR-10 -WHITE-BOX. The results of our experiments using two (WRNs) architectures on the CIFAR-10 dataset are displayed in Table 2 . We train regular classifiers, adversarially trained networks via PGD [6] to obtain the benchmark, and a few models with tent activation functions using different weight-decays on δ parameters. For both WRN architectures, we observe that adversarial training is less effective compared to the results achieved on the MNIST dataset. Against white-box DeepFool attacks, compared to the regularly trained model, the robustness is reduced by adversarial training. Also, the accuracy on benign test examples for the lower capacity network (WRN-28-1) is dramatically decreased by adversarial training. Madry et al. [6] argued that this behavior is driven by the fact that there is a trade-off between accuracy and robustness. Contrarily, the narrow classifiers with tents (WRN-28-1 tent) better maintain their performance on benign examples and, in parallel, outperform the benchmark by a large margin. On the large capacity architecture (WRN-28-10) adversarial training delivers approximately the same level of robustness to adversaries as on the narrow network, but it performs better on clean examples. Compared to the benchmark, classifiers with tents demonstrate increased robustness on this higher capacity architecture except for the l 2 version of the Carlini and Wagner attack (CW l 2 ).
CIFAR-10 -BLACK-BOX. On this dataset, we adapt the black-box protocol we described for the MNIST dataset. We simply take the examples adversaries perturbed on the regular classifier while conducting white-box attacks and test those images on the targeted trained models. Considering the results of black-box attacks listed in Table 2 , we can observe that classifiers with tent activation functions outperform the benchmark on the low capacity classifier and match its performance on the higher capacity model.
SUMMARY.
Training DNNs with our novel tent activation functions provides greatly improved adversarial robustness with no additional computational cost compared to regular training. Note that the adversarial training via PGD of Madry et al. [6] requires extra forward/backward passes over regular training. On the MNIST and CIFAR-10 dataset there are 40 and 7 additional passes, respectively, to obtain the perturbed examples for training. While experimenting with low and high capacity WRNs, we have found that low capacity DNNs with tent activation functions better maintain their performance on clean test examples than adversarial training.
Conclusion
One of our primary hypothesis, strongly supported by the theory and experimental results of this paper, is that open space risk is a major contributing factor to the success of adversarial attacks. We proved that all monotonic activation functions have unbounded risk. Our experimental results are consistent with our hypothesis; the standard activation functions allow adversaries to exploit the open space risk with adversarially perturbed images, see the right side of Figure 1 and Appendix B. We revealed that the prior state of the art, the PGD-based adversarial training of Madry et al. [6] , is effective against all but one of the selected adversaries. Notably, the computationally expensive approach yields decreased robustness against the DeepFool attack compared to regular training.
The open space risk model herein explains many issues for adversarial example generation. Gradients -real or approximated -provide an understanding of the influential pixels in the image with respect to both the output of the classifier and the response of each activation. For each activation, adversaries can hill climb to push those pixels farther into their high response regions. With a monotonic activation, there is always a direction in which one can move to increase the response. With a tent activation that is no longer the case as there is a limit beyond which increasing the input to the layer will cause the activation output to decrease and eventually become zero.
This paper introduced the tent activation function that is efficiently computed and which we proved has bounded open space risk. We emphasize that, unlike adversarial training, the application of our novel tent activation function does not increase the computational cost over regular training. We showed that networks using tents yield significantly improved adversarial robustness compared to the state of the art. On MNIST, the network having tent activation functions -trained with a weight-decay of 0.12 on δ parameters of tents -produce an average accuracy of 91.8% on examples perturbed via six adversarial white-box attacks, compared to 76.8% achieved by the state-of-the-art adversarial training via PGD. On the CIFAR-10 dataset, our approach -WRN-28-10 having tents and trained with a weight-decay of 0.004 on δ parameters -yields an average accuracy of 73.5% against the six adversarial white-box attacks compared to 41.8% of the state of the art. Combined, these significant improvements further support our hypothesis about the importance of open space risk, which we believe has great potential in helping to address the problem of adversarial robustness.
APPENDIX A: Visualization of Adversarial Examples
In the paper, similar to Madry et al. [6] , we focus on measuring adversarial robustness quantitatively as we evaluate the robustness of classifiers by calculating accuracies on test samples that have been perturbed by different adversaries. Here, we present a few of those examples to highlight the qualitative properties of various adversaries. Also, we show the difference between regular classifiers and the best models that we have trained with the novel tent activation function with respect to adversarial perturbations.
We use the same six adversaries using the adversarial robustness toolbox (ART v0.10.0) [36] as before to conduct white-box attacks. These adversarial example generation techniques are:
• the fast gradient sign method (FGSM) of Goodfellow et al. Note that after presenting the clean test image, we follow the same order for adversaries when we display the adversarially perturbed examples in Figures 2 and 3 .
MNIST
For the MNIST dataset, we present some examples for the regular classifier containing ReLUs and batch normalization -we referred to this as MNIST-Net bn in Table 1 of the paper -and for the model we have trained with a weight-decay of 0.12 on δ parameters of tent activations that we denoted as MNIST-Net tent (0.12).
The clean test samples and their corresponding perturbed variants are shown in Figure 2 . We can observe that, in general, FGSM, BIM, and PGD produce very strong perturbations. In other words, these methods appear to produce the worst adversarial perturbations qualitatively. Since these perturbations are highly visible, one might not even consider them adversarial, by nature.
CIFAR-10
Similar to MNIST, we compare adversarial examples qualitatively on two classifiers that we have trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset using the wide residual network (WRN) architecture: the regular WRN-28-10 with ReLUs and WRN-28-10 tent (0.004) from Table 2 of the paper. The latter one has tent activations; a weight-decay of 0.004 was applied to δ parameters to reduce open space risk via the constraining tent activation functions and, as the quantitative evaluation highlighted, improve the adversarial robustness of the classifier.
The original test images and their corresponding perturbed variants are shown in Figure 3 . We can observe that the quantitatively best performing adversary -l 2 -optimized version of Carlini and Wagner (CW l 2 ) attack -produces some strong, quite visible perturbations on the classifier having tent activations. This phenomenon demonstrates that the quantitatively improved adversarial robustness is further extended by qualitative enhancements; the adversary can still form perturbations that yield incorrect decisions by the classifier, but such perturbations need to be stronger and, hence, become more perceptible.
Summary
The visual evaluation of adversarial examples presented in this section highlights that quantitative evaluation of adversarial robustness solely based upon accuracies may not be sufficient. As we have seen, the application of tent activation functions yields classifiers that require adversaries to form stronger perturbations which are more perceptible to human observers. Note that measuring perceptible/imperceptible changes with respect to the human visual system is not trivial; l p norms are not applicable [39] . 
APPENDIX B: Adversarial Perturbations and the Open Space
The core idea of our paper is that adversaries take advantage of deep neural networks (DNNs) by pushing feature representations into the open space via small perturbations. In the right side of Figure 1 , we have shown the distributions of activation's inputs for clean test examples and their perturbed counterparts obtained by using projected gradient descent (PGD) [6] . We have highlighted that distributions of the top two activation layers' inputs of the DNN containing the widely used ReLUs significantly differ under the adversarial attack. Here, we present additional results.
Distribution of Activation Inputs
In Figure 4 , we show the mixed distributions of activation inputs at each layer of three DNNs trained on the MNIST dataset:
• left column: the regularly trained model having ReLU activation functions, denoted as MNIST-Net bn in Table 1 , • middle column: the DNN with ReLUs we obtained using adversarial training via PGD as described in [6] , listed as MNIST-Net adv in the paper, • right column: the DNN containing tent activation functions that we trained with a weightdecay of 0.12 on δ parameters of tents, denoted as MNIST-Net tent (0.12).
Note that these distributions are mixed regarding both dimensions and classes of the dataset. Ideally, one would consider analyzing the feature representations of different classes separately to see whether adversarial perturbations drive those into the open space at different dimensions. However, even these mixed distributions demonstrate with one of the strongest adversary, PGD, that the formed adversarial perturbations significantly change the range of activation inputs.
Considering the distributions of the regularly trained DNN represented in the left column of Figure 4 , we can see that, in general, there is an increase in activation's inputs due to the adversarial attack via PGD. Note that this adversary is very successful on this trained model as only 39 out of the 10k perturbed test examples remain correctly recognized by the classifier. For the top two activation layers, compared to the clean test examples the adversarial perturbations yield feature representations that were clearly "unseen" by the classifier before as the visualized distributions for PGD significantly widen. Consequently, the examined perturbations push feature representations into the open space.
Since adversarial training improves the robustness of DNNs to adversarial attacks, it is natural to ask how activation's inputs evolve during attacks. To answer that question we show the same distributions in the middle column of Figure 4 for the classifier that we obtained with adversarial training via PGD. Note that this classifier achieves 91.46% accuracy on test examples that were perturbed via PGD. While this DNN also contains ReLU activation functions, the obtained distributions for clean and PGD samples remain similar. Taking a closer look at those histograms, we can notice changes but the range of activation's inputs remain unchanged.
Finally, we show the distributions for the classifier having tent activation functions in the right column of Figure 4 . This DNN achieves 88.37% accuracy on the 10k test examples that were perturbed via PGD. For each tent activation layer, we present the learned δ parameter which specifies the size of the activation function and, eventually, represents the maximum output the particular tent activation can produce with a zero input. Looking at the visualized distributions of clean and PGD examples, we can only notice a bigger difference at the top layer, the others remain fairly stable. Interestingly, this classifier has the largest tent activation functions at the top layer; the size (0.2337) is nearly twice the size of the second largest tent (0.1279).
Summary
In this section, we have demonstrated how activation's inputs evolve under adversarial attacks via PGD compared to clean test examples. While our results presented in this paper are more than promising, we believe that the full potential of tent activation functions has not been revealed yet. The naive approach that we used in our experiments -namely, the application of the same weight-decay on all tent activation layers -probably yields sub-optimal results. Future work can explore other ways to limit the size of tents and apply different policies at the different activation layers, for example, focusing more on top layers. 
